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List of major symbols
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= maximum permitted number of generations ξ = amplification probability in DE CR = crossover probability in DE δ = penalty factor in DE λ = desired minimal separation parameter SP = safety performance index P = punctuality performance index RC = riding comfort performance index ES = energy saving performance index
Introduction
Mass rapid transit (MRT) systems are designed to provide the safest and most cost-effective passenger service. Performance errors can arise during operation, which can result in irrecoverable loss. Therefore, the automatic train operation (ATO) is becoming a very important component in modern MRT systems. In recent years, several studies were carried out to improve control schemes and fuzzy ATO control is one of the more successful methods. The authors in [1] designed a fuzzy ATO, which controls each train's departure, speed regulation, and stopover time at target points and at each station. Chang [2] also applied fuzzy logic to the ATO to provide multiobjective control for satisfying various MRT operational requirements. Both these fuzzy ATOs perform as skilfully as human experts do and are superior to a proposed PID ATO controller in terms of stopping precision, energy consumption, riding comfort and running time. Fuzzy membership functions played an important role in ensuring the control precision and robustness of the fuzzy ATO. The first design of mem-bership functions can be accomplished heuristically or by trial and error. MRT control systems are however very complicated and are affected by many factors such as interstation distance, gradient profiles (tunnel, upward slope, and downhill slope) and tight schedule. These have made it hard to tune the fuzzy membership functions manually.
The aim of this work is to develop a new approach to fine-tune the fuzzy ATO. Various criteria have been adopted for tuning the fuzzy ATO, including the flat-out or time-tabled run (least runtime or least runtime deviation), optimal train-coast run (least energy), maximum comfort run (least jerk) and a combination of the above criteria. To tune the fuzzy ATO according to these criteria is important but conflicting at the same time. The improvement of one criterion tends to deteriorate the others. In this paper, a new approach is proposed to optimally tune the fuzzy membership functions of our fuzzy ATO according to the selected objectives as above.
The differential evolution (DE) [3] provides a promising method for optimising real-valued objective functions. The DE is conceptually simple, easy-to-use and has good convergence [4] . These factors have made the algorithm ideal for optimising functions with continuous variables. In addition, by using float-point strings, the dynamic range of the DE's search space is greatly increased as compared with genetic algorithms. Higher resolution and wider range can therefore be achieved. Its superior performance has been proved in many optimisation problems. The traditional DE selection mechanism depends only on a single-valued objective function. For a given minimisation problem, the newly generated candidate solution with a small objective-function value has a high chance to become the member of the current generation and to produce more offspring than those candidate solutions with a larger objective function value. The selection mechanism ensures that the average fitness will be reduced and thus improved with iterations. Likewise, the value of objective function also plays an important role in multiobjective problems. Traditionally this is achieved by establishing a scalar objective function through a linear combination of all the multiple objectives. Incorporating a single fitness value to a population member would be quite straightforward for a single criterion problem. It would however be too ambiguous for a multiobjective optimisation problem.
On the one hand, in these traditional methods, there is an implicit assumption that, for a given problem, the weights of different criteria can be pre-established and that there is a common metric between different criteria, which makes the weighted combination possible. However, in many cases, the utility function is not well known prior to the optimisation problem. On the other hand, different results might be obtained due to differently weighted combinations used. This is because different parts of information are emphasised when different weights are assigned to different criteria. In fuzzy ATO control, it may be necessary to emphasise time schedule when in flat-out run optimisation, or to emphasise efficiency in optimal train-coast run, and so on. So specifying the weights for linearly blending multiple objectives into a composite scalar objective is never a simple task.
The concept of Pareto-optimal set is therefore introduced into the DE to eliminate the necessity of combining several objective functions into a single function [5] . Each objective function is utilised separately rather than collectively. In addition, in our proposed algorithm, two sets of solutions are stored and updated separately. One is for the current population, which is updated with the DE selection. The other is a tentative set of non-dominated solutions, which is gathered during the execution of this algorithm. The tentative set of non-dominated solutions is updated after every generation of new solutions. After a pre-defined number of iterations, the solutions that remain in this set are our final solutions. Results show that this new approach is successful. The final optimal set presents different optimal solutions, which satisfy the different requirements of the problem as formulated.
Benchmark fuzzy ATO
Review of fuzzy ATO development
The two previously proposed fuzzy ATOs [1, 2] use fixed membership functions and parameters to control the train movement. Our fuzzy ATO [2] initiates each train's control actions, i.e. braking, powering, and coasting based on evaluations of riding comfort, punctuality, safety and energysaving. A control decision is made at each time step to optimise the overall running performance. Fig. 1 shows the layout of our fuzzy ATO controller. There are five basic inputs required [2]: train kinematics, distance of the designated station from the train, ATP codes, scheduled time and track gradient profile. Fuzzy sets and performance indices based on the various objectives are pre-defined in the form of rules to ensure correct decisions. For each choice of command status (motoring, coasting, brake-to-target-speed, brake-to-stop), a group of fuzzy rules are applied to determine the strength for the selection of the status. The command choice that has the largest weighting after defuzzification will be chosen as the next train command status to be taken.
The major fuzzy performance indices are classified into four sets of membership functions as follows: Safety performance indices: SP ( SP _ safe and SP _ danger membership functions). Punctuality performance indices: P ( P _ early and P _ late membership functions). Riding comfort performance indices: RC ( RC _ short and RC _ long membership functions). Energy savings performance indices: ES ( ES _ short and ES _ long membership functions).
As seen in Fig. 2 , every membership function is determined by four parameters. In Fig. 2 , the SP _ safe and SP _ danger membership functions are determined by the x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , and x 4 parameters in the same manner as the other three sets of membership functions.
Hence, there are altogether 16 parameters to be optimised by the proposed method. All these parameters are combined in a vector X = { x 0 , x 1 , ..., x 15 } as our tuning object.
Pareto-based DE tuning
Differential evolution algorithm
Differential evolution, or DE in short, provides a promising method for optimising real-valued, single or multiobjective functions. DE is conceptually simple, easy-to-use and has good convergence [3] . All these have made the algorithm ideal for optimising functions with continuous variables. In addition, by using float-point strings, the dynamic range of DE's search space is greatly increased as compared to genetic algorithms, or GA. Its superior performance has been proven in many optimisation problems [4] . The basic concept of the DE algorithm is reviewed in the Appendix (Section 7.1).
Basic properties of Pareto-optimal solution
Without loss of generality, let us consider the following multiobjective optimisation problem: where t = number of objective functions, X = { x 0 , x 1 , ..., x n -1 } is a n -dimension variable vector.
Assuming X 0 , X 1 , X 2 ʦ ψ , 1. X 1 is said to be dominated by (or interior to) X 2 if f ( X 1 ) is partially less than f ( X 2 ), i.e. f i (X 1 ) ≤ f i (X 2 ) for ∀ i = 1, 2 ..., t and for ∃ i = 1, 2, ... t, with f i (X 1 ) < f i (X 2 ). 2. X 0 is said to be Pareto-optimal (or non-dominated), if there does not exist any X ʦ ψ such that X dominates X 0 . This definition is based on the intuitive conviction that the point X is chosen as optimal if no criterion can be improved without worsening at least one other criterion. If a solution is not dominated by any other solutions, then this solution is said to be a non-dominated solution. Usually, multiobjective optimisation problems have a group of trade-off, non-dominated optimal solutions. These nondominated optimal solutions, as a whole, are called the Pareto-optimal set solutions. They can provide the decision-maker with invaluable insight into the multiobjective problem and consequently influence the derivation of a best decision that can satisfy the performance criteria set.
Overview of proposed new approach
The basic DE algorithm produces good performance in single objective optimisation problems. Little work has, however, been done in multiobjective optimisation problems utilising DE. In this Section, we shall try to provide a new approach to solve the latter problem. There are two distinct processes in our new approach. Process 1 selects the nondominated solutions from the current generation, and adds them into the Pareto-optimal set. Process 2 decides whether the newly generated solutions should become a member of the next generation. Figs. 3 and 4 give a clear view of these two processes respectively.
3.3.1 Functioning of process 1 (Fig. 3) : The main aim of the multiobjective problem is to first find the nondominated solutions using process 1. To accomplish this, we create a separate set to store the non-dominated solutions. At the beginning of the optimisation process, the Pareto-optimal set is empty. The first candidate solution is treated as a non-dominated solution and added into the set. For each newly generated candidate, it will be compared with the solutions within the Pareto-optimal set. If the candidate is dominated by any of the solutions in the set, the comparison with the rest in the set is stopped and the candidate is discarded. If, however, the candidate dominates at least one solution in the set, then all those dominated will be deleted from the set and the candidate is added as a new inclusion. Take for example: during comparison, the new candidate dominates three solutions of the original set, the new Pareto-optimal set will admit the winning candidate and (n -3) non-dominated solutions from the original set.
The above steps satisfy only the first aim of identifying all non-dominated solutions. But they do not meet the second aim of spreading the diversity of these solutions to cover all possible trade-offs among the multiple objectives. The Pareto-optimal set of non-dominated solutions lies on a surface known as the Pareto-optimal front. To maintain diversity, the so-called fitness-sharing methods first developed for genetic algorithms [6, 7] , is further developed for the present DE algorithm. In this, the fitness value of a candidate is degraded if there exist other candidates in its neighbourhood. As a result, the chance of the candidate being selected for the next generation is also reduced.
To achieve diversity, we introduce the 'distance metric' to measure the population density in the neighbourhood of individual X i . If the neighbourhood is crowded, then the norm of distance metric will be large (for a minimisation problem) and this seriously degrades the corresponding objective function fitness value.
In our present application, three objectives are optimised. Candidates covered by a circle with a radius of λ degrade each other's fitness, when they are congested within the same neighbourhood. Thus, overpopulation in any one neighbourhood is avoided. As one neighbourhood is 'filled up', its neighbourhood count is increased to the point that its shared fitness is lower than that of other neighbourhoods. In this way, the diversity of solutions is kept under control. (Fig. 4) : Next, we will introduce the DE's selection mechanism for deciding which members of the present generation will move on to the next generation (process 2). Fig. 4 illustrates the selection mechanism of the DE algorithm. First, a temporary population for the next generation is created using eqn. 1. Whether a new member of the temporary population will become a member of the next generation depends on the new-member's distance metric value for each of the objective functions as given in eqn. 2. If the distance metric values of a new member of the temporary population are dominated by its counterparts in the present generation, the new member is discarded from the temporary population. Otherwise the new member will move on to be included in the next generation. From Fig. 4 , it is observed that only 
Functioning of process 2
Fig.4 Schematic of process 2 of DE approach
members of the present population with dominated distance metric values for all the objectives will be allowed to survive till the next generation.
Processes 1 and 2 of the proposed approach (Fig. 5 ) are seen to have fulfilled the two aims of the Pareto-based DE approach: to identify all the non-dominated solutions and to spread them uniformly across the Pareto-optimal front. The simple numerical example in the Appendix (Section 7.2) will illustrate the key characteristics of the proposed approach.
The detailed steps of the proposed Pareto-based DE approach are listed below:
Step 1. Set i = 1 and j = 1, where i is the index of generation, and j is the index of the generated solutions within the ith generation.
Step 2. Generate a solution randomly using DE, whose fitness is calculated.
Step 3. Check whether this solution is a new Pareto-optimal solution using process 1. If yes, update the existing set of Pareto-optimal solutions, i.e. eliminate all solutions that the new Pareto-optimal solution dominates and add this solution to the existing set. If no, keep the Pareto-optimal set unchanged.
Step 4. Set j = j + 1 and check if j > J. If j > J, then set i = i + 1 and j = 1, where J is the assumed number of solutions generated within the ith generation.
Step 5. Generate another new solution using DE. Decide whether this solution can be adopted as a member of the new generation according to the selection mechanism of DE using process 2.
Step 6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 until i > T where T is the permitted number of generations.
Step 7. If i > T, then terminate calculations and output the results.
Simulation results and analysis
The proposed Pareto-based DE approach is applied to fine-tune the fuzzy ATO for a typical mass transit system for the three objectives of punctuality (P, or least deviation from scheduled arrival time), least energy consumption (E) and maximum passenger comfort (C). Apart from these three criteria, there are also binding conditions, which must be considered in the optimisation process, for example the civil speed-limit, maximum acceleration, service headway, etc.
The 16 fuzzy ATO parameters x 0 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x 15 are then optimised using the proposed DE approach in order to tune each of the four sets of fuzzy membership functions (Section 3). A typical mass transit section between two stations, with an interstation distance of 2618m, is chosen to demonstrate the approach's basic capabilities. There is a general civil speed limit of 80kph along the section and a restricted civil speed limit of 60kph from 150m to 380m.
Parameters chosen for the optimisation are as follows: population size NP = 100; maximum permitted generations number T = 100; crossover probability CR = 1; amplification probability ξ = 0.3, and the estimate of desired minimal separation parameter λ = 0.1. The Pareto-optimal set captures all the non-dominated solutions during each generation, which uniquely minimises all the three objective function values f P , f E , and f C . The set captures 63 non-dominated solutions from an overall population of 100 after the last generation. Each solution is represented by the optimised values of the three objectives f P , f E , f C , and the 16 fuzzy ATO parameters. Four of the 63 non-dominated solutions are picked from the final Pareto-optimal set for the case studies presented next.
In each of the following four cases, the corresponding 16 fuzzy ATO fuzzy parameters are retrieved and the train movement profile using these optimised parameters evaluated using the Interstation Train Movement Simulator program [8] . Referring to Figs. 6-9, which provide a plot of train current (A) and velocity (kph) against the train displacement (km), it can be noted that:
Case 1 -flat-out condition (Fig. 6) The train is seen to run at the highest possible speed with the velocity profile very close to the civil speed limit. It takes only 148 seconds to finish the entire interstation run with the average speed reaching a maximum value of 63.68 kph.
Case 2 -least energy condition (Fig. 7 ) As can be seen from Fig. 7, a 
Case 3 -least jerk condition (Fig. 8 ) It is observed that under this condition the train rarely changes its control and hence runs much more smoothly. The train still maintains a reasonably average speed of 54.8 kph again due to the mechanism of Pareto-optimal set multiobjective optimisation which considers all the rest of the objectives as well. Case 4 -typical condition (Fig. 9 ) Compared with the other three run conditions, the present case is well balanced in terms of all the three objectives and provides an optimum overall solution. For example, it runs slightly slower than the flat-out run condition (155 seconds to complete the journey), but its performance in terms of all three objectives is, however, more equitable. The present run consumes more energy than the least energy run condition, but runs more smoothly. This is a typical case taken from the final Pareto-optimal set. The decision-maker can select other optimal solutions from the set according to the different running stipulations and requirements. Table 1 shows a comparison of the attainment levels (∂) of the three objectives of punctuality, energy savings and comfort level (∂ P
depicts a typical 'compromise' taken from the Pareto-optimal front of 63 solutions where the attainment levels of all three objectives are more evenly balanced out, satisfying the exigency of the multiobjective optimisation sought.
Conclusion
A new Pareto-based differential evolution (DE) approach is proposed in this paper. The new approach incorporates the technique of Pareto-optimal set into DE and extends its application to the problem of multiobjective mass transit optimisation. By modifying traditional DE by incorporating Pareto-optimal set optimisation, the new approach is capable of fine-tuning the fuzzy ATO membership functions according to the objectives of punctuality, energy and passenger comfort [9] . The four study cases presented demonstrate the effectiveness of the new approach.
Appendix
Basic concept of DE
Differential evolution (DE) has been proven to be a promising candidate for minimising real-valued objective functions [3] . It is a parallel direct search method, which utilises NP (number of population) n-dimensional parameter vectors as the population for each generation G for each iteration of the minimisation:
NP is fixed during the minimisation process. The initial population is chosen randomly and should be able to cover the entire parameter space uniformly. Basically, the DE algorithm generates new parameter vectors by adding the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third vector. If the resulting vector yields a lower objective function value than a predetermined population member, then the newly generated vector will replace the old vector. Otherwise, the old vector is retained. Several variants have been proposed to extend the basic principle of DE. For example, an existing vector can be perturbed by adding more than one weighted difference vector to it. In most cases, it is also worthwhile to mix the parameters of the old vector with those of the perturbed one before comparing the objective function values. The following variant of DE has been proven the most useful in our application. For each vector X i,G , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., NP -1, a perturbed vector X i,G+1 is generated according to the following formula:
with r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ʦ [0, NP -1], being mutually different integers.
The randomly chosen integers r 1 , r 2 and r 3 will also have to be different from the running index i. ξ is a real and constant factor within the range of [0, 2], which amplifies the differential, variation (X r2,G -X r3,G ). This scheme requires that the vector to be perturbed is randomly chosen and that the perturbation consists of one weighted difference vector only.
To increase the potential diversity of the perturbed parameter vectors, a crossover probability CR is introduced. To this end, the new vector becomes:
is an n-dimensional parameter vector and u ij,G+1 is its element:
The acute bracket Ό n denotes a module function with a modulus n. The starting index n in eqn. 6 is a randomly chosen integer for interval [0, n -1]. The integer L, which denotes the number of parameters that are going to be exchanged, is drawn from the interval [1, n]. The crossover probability CR is taken from the interval [0, 1] and constitutes a control variable in the design process. The random decisions for both n and L are updated for each newly generated vector U i,G+1 .
If CR = 1, then all the parameters in the vector V i,G+1 , i ʦ [0, n] will be replaced by a newly generated vector according to eqn. 4. If CR < 1, then only some of the parameters will be replaced. CR and ξ are two crucial control variables in the differential evolution algorithm. Choosing different values will not only affect the convergence speed but also sometimes result in divergence because of improper parameters.
A simple numerical example
We will demonstrate the new Pareto-based DE approach with a simple numerical example. Suppose we have an optimisation problem with 3 objectives:
The following control parameters are adopted: ξ = 0.3; CR = 1; NP = 30; Max. generation T = 2000; Penalty δ = 2000
The simulation results are shown in Table 2 . In the first generation, the solutions are generated randomly and their fitness F i (x) are calculated. The first solution was treated as a Pareto-optimal solution and added into the Pareto-optimal set. The second solution is better than the first one obviously, so the first solution is replaced by the second one and the number of Pareto-optimal solutions is still maintained at one. The third and fourth solutions do not satisfy inequality constraints, so under the penalty, the fitness value is degraded much, and as the result, they will not be selected into the Pareto-optimal set. The following five solutions are all Pareto-optimal solutions and should be included in the set. The tenth solution, however, is not a Pareto-optimal solution.
In subsequent generations, the newly generated solution not only has to go through the above selection but should also be compared with the solution in the previous generation to decide whether it should become a member of the new generation. In order to keep the diversity of solutions, only the solution in the last generation, which dominates the solution in the current generation, will be kept. Otherwise, it will be replaced by the current one.
The choice of penalty factor δ has a direct bearing on the performance of the DE approach. Figs. 11 and 12 are obtained by using inappropriate values of δ, where the '+' represents each solution in the Pareto-optimal set. An overspecified δ (= 20000) will, of course, ensure that the solutions are located exactly on the sphere. But it will cause the DE to become over-penalised and over-sensitive to the inequality constraint and produce an uneven distribution on the sphere as shown in Fig. 11 . On the contrary, should an under-specified penalty factor δ (= 1) be chosen, there would be insufficient constraint to force the solutions towards the sphere. Most of the solutions are not therefore non-dominated and would be loosely fitted to the sphere as shown in Fig. 12 . With the appropriate choice of δ (= 2000), the proposed approach works effectively as shown in Fig. 13 . 
